21 & 22 SEPTEMBER 2022

DAY 2 PROGRAMME

Welcome

The Scottish Learning Festival 2022 aims to showcase the wonderful educational work happening around
Scotland to inspire and inform educational practice and bring educators together. It provides a valuable and
unique opportunity to hear from, and learn from, a range of educational leaders, practitioners and
providers.
The theme for 2022 is: Being Me, Being Us: Placing learners at the heart of Scottish Education. It puts
learners at the heart of Scottish Education and reflects The United Nation’s Convention on the Rights of a
Child (UNCRC), the national model for professional learning, Realising the Ambition: Being Me publication
and also the themes of Ken Muir’s recent reform report ‘Placing Learners at the Centre’. The festival
programme has been carefully developed the reflect this theme.
SLF is free to attend and everyone with an interest in education is welcome to register. This year the
Themes has around 65 seminars including spotlight sessions offering a fantastic line up of speakers,
programme
debates and opportunities for professional learning and networking.
Our programme will once again be held in an amazing 3D virtual venue and you will be able to view the
sessions anywhere from any device that has internet access.
You will need to register to access the virtual venue, but you don’t need to pre-register for sessions, all you
need to do is explore the programme, decide what you’d like to attend and just join any session of your
choice on the day.
NEW THIS YEAR
This year we are also hosting several small in-person satellite events throughout Scotland. The satellite
events will include spotlight sessions, subject specific debates, pupil-led sessions and learner showcases.
These have been organised as twilight events and will take place from 15.30 until 19.30. You will need to
pre-book to attend the in-person events and we expect these sessions to fill up fast so early booking is
recommended. If you can’t come along in person we will be streaming the sessions into the virtual venue so
you won’t miss out. Click here for more information
We look forward to welcoming you to SLF 2022.

Live satellite Events
This year we are delighted to bring you six in-person satellite events throughout Scotland, three on
each day of SLF 2022.On day two, 22 September we are hosting events in Glasgow, Dundee and
Dumfries. The live, in-person sessions taking place will also be streamed through the digital venue
so anyone can take part.
Click on the image to reserve your place

online Spotlight Sessions
This year we are delighted to bring you five online spotlight sessions across both days of SLF
presented by educationalists and experts in their field. Each spotlight will focus on a specific
themes which include: Metacognition, Reading, Social Justice, Retrieval Practice and Early years.
Don’t forget, you don’t need to sign up for these spotlight sessions, simply register to get access to
our virtual environment and join these sessions as they happen.

Thursday 22 September

08:00 - 08:45

Putting the Whole Child at the Centre: The Missing Third Dimension of Early Years Education
Without mindset change, which can only take root in the Early Years while brains are being built, we will continue on the
treadmill of relentless conflict, brutality, mental ill health and inequality. The United Nations Convention on the Rights of
the Child insists that education shall be directed at the whole personality of the child, and given the duty of care to our
next generation which we all aim to uphold, how can we better train, equip and support teachers to teach children to
value one another, to love yourself, to have healthy relationships, and to grow into responsible global citizens. This
session is a strong plea to re-imagine the purpose of our Early Years education system, and further prioritise Social and
Emotional Learning for social justice.
Leslee Udwin

An Inclusive Pedagogy for Multilingual Schools
With the transnational movement of population likely to continue to increase, there’s an urgent need to further our
understanding of the superdiverse group of learners using English as an additional language, and to take further steps in
developing an inclusive pedagogy in our schools which reflects their distinct opportunities and challenges.
This session aims to:
provide opportunities for participants to develop a broad and well-informed understanding of what constitutes English as an
additional language in the context of schools in Scotland;
develop an understanding of the range of factors which make students who use EAL distinct from each other, and how
some of these factors may impact on the progress and attainment of the learners themselves; and
raise awareness of the pedagogy underpinning effective teaching by focusing on different facets of inclusion, and what they
might look like in a classroom.

Katherine Solomon and Julieanne Wright

When Learners Lead (really, REALLY!)
Watch the journey of two courageous settings that empower learners to own their learning (really own it!)
Submit your questions (you will have questions!)
Education Scotland, Educational practitioner & RIC Staff

State of Being: Reimagining a new wellness area for school
Join learners and practitioners during the first few weeks of this challenge from Daydream Believers’ Creative Thinking
qualification (SCQF levels 5&6). The brief is to design three permanent artworks that provoke thoughtful conversation,
give a sense of openness and inclusivity and are activated throughout the year. Learners will need to research suitable
spaces and understand wellness, generate ideas and discuss them with staff and peers, refine, review, develop and
present. Find out what they have learned so far and their plans for the next steps in this creative learning challenge.
Practitioners and Learners

Being Me through play – hear my voice through my actions, emotions and words; The play
pedagogy pioneers of Scotland
The play pedagogy pioneer movement in Scottish education is transforming the practice of many schools and settings. Play
pedagogy considers how educators can facilitate ways to meet children and young people’s cognitive, social, emotional and
physical development needs through more learner-centred and intrinsically motivating interactions, experiences and spaces.
This session will highlight examples from practice through offering an opportunity to hear from children’s perspectives of the
impact play pedagogy has had on them through their voices expressed through writing, artwork, photos, audio and video clips.

Leading figures in the play pedagogy pioneer movement

Middle Leadership Superpower: our impact on the learner
Esteemed Australian academic, Dr Kylie Lipscombe, offers an overview of the super power of middle leadership. In this
engaging presentation she will outline key findings from her research on how middle leadership can impact learners.
Dr Kylie Lipscombe

Thursday 22 September

10:00 - 10:45

Successful Study Strategies
Teacher and best-selling author Kate Jones will explore different study strategies that are evidence-based and effective
both inside and outside of the classroom. This will include advice about the encoding and retrieval stages of the learning
process, with guidance and examples that are applicable across subjects and different ages. The session will combine
evidence from rigorous research in addition to practical ideas and takeaways, with something for every teacher.
Kate Jones

Developing Successful Approaches to Outdoor learning
This session will hear from two groups of settings and their separate collaboration that took place on their journey to develop
outdoor learning. Rowena Nursery School will share their journey to develop successful approaches to outdoor learning, in
partnership with Stramash Outdoor Nurseries. Rowena Nursery School, has been working in partnership Stramash Outdoor
Nurseries since 2019 to develop its approaches to outdoor learning through a programme of professional learning for all staff.
The outdoor environment at Rowena offers children aged two to five in the mainstream nursery playrooms and those in the GME
nursery playroom exciting opportunities every day to be creative, curious and confident learners. A group of East Ayrshire
Settings have come together to form the East Ayrshire Outdoor Learning Network. Settings have developed outdoor learning
champions and have shared their process of change. This has included audits of skills, confidence, spaces and practice leading
to action plans, reflection and impact.

Rowena Nursery, Glasgow City Council and Flowerbank Early Childhood Centre, Craighead Country Nursery,
East Ayrshire

The Scottish Government Commitment to Gaelic
The Scottish Government has made a number of commitments to the Gaelic and Scots languages including 1) to establish
a new strategic approach to Gaelic Medium Education 2) to explore the creation of a Gàidhealtachd 3) to review the
structure and functions of Bòrd na Gàidhlig and 4) to take action on the Scots language.
Policymakers will deliver a short presentation to provide an overview of these commitments on Gaelic. This will be
followed by a discussion on establishing a new strategic approach to Gaelic Medium Education.
Claire Cullen, Head of Gaelic, Scottish Government

Intergenerational learning opportunities: An essential approach for children and young people
within education
Funded by the Gannochy Trust, Generations Working Together and partners from AgeScotland, Balhousie Primary School &
Perth & Kinross HSCP have developed a teachers guide to intergenerational learning and an accompanying interactive
classroom module which will run as a six-week programme, preparing children for an intergenerational project with a
residential care home. Introducing children to intergenerational learning opportunities within their education, will build a
growing number of intergenerational champions within our communities, with a more positive sense of ageing, who will
understand and value diversity and difference, and recognise that age makes no difference to lifelong learning.
Lorraine George

Scotland’s Equity Toolkit- supporting enhanced approaches for equity and improved educational
outcomes with a focus on tackling the poverty related attainment gap
Scotland’s Equity Toolkit is a new national online resource, supporting the refreshed mission of the Scottish Attainment
Challenge. It provides opportunity for education professionals to deepen and extend their knowledge and understanding of
the impact of poverty on learning and the effective approaches that support children and young people most impacted by it.
This includes enhanced leadership, pedagogical approaches and partnership working. The seminar demonstrates the range
of advice and information contained in the resource. Participants will hear about how the toolkit will support enhanced
approaches for equity and improved educational outcomes in a range of contexts.
Education Scotland with input from education professionals

Dinnae Haud Yer Wheest
Dinnae Haud Yer Wheest is a project that children from a P6/5 class developed after being inspired by their work with
Columba 1400. After identifying the impact that the pandemic had on their mental health and on the community, they
aimed to get people in the community talking about their feelings. They developed an app and YouTube videos to
demonstrate different strategies that people could use to improve their mental, emotional, social and physical wellbeing.
This is something that the whole school community is now using and the children have recognised the positive impact this
project is having on their own mental health and readiness to learn.
Muirkirk Primary School

Thursday 22 September

12:30 - 13:15

Lessons from the Pandemic: Learner Views of Teacher Assessment
This seminar looks at research carried out by SQA with learners who had direct experience of the Alternative Certification
Model used for National Qualifications in 2021. It also provides initial details of new research carried out with learners
who had experience of National Qualifications in both 2021 and 2022. The research covers a wide range of topics,
including how learners were actually assessed in 2021, their views on whether the system used in 2021 was fair, and their
thoughts on stress and workload. It will also outline how SQA has used the findings of this research to influence decision
making.
SQA

Getting it Right for Every Child (GIRFEC) refresh : What does this mean for me?
During this session, the panel, consisting of Scottish Government colleagues, local authority staff and young people will
consider the key changes to the recent refresh of GIRFEC.
Education Scotland & Scottish Government

Virtual Reality in Scottish Schools
Virtual reality (VR) is having a significant impact on the experience of teaching and learning in schools. This seminar will
identify the key findings from international practice and illustrate the ways in which VR is being integrated into classrooms in
Scotland. A panel of educators and learners will discuss current impacts on curriculum delivery and future possibilities for the
technology.
Bob Baldie, Simon Luxford-Moore, Ian Stuart and others

Understanding Dyscalculia
Louise Bain from East Ayrshire will join Education Scotland in discussing the newly published Scottish Definition of Dyscalculia,
busting some myths and outlining some support available to practitioners and techniques for creating an inclusive teaching
and learning environment for Numeracy & Mathematics.
Louise Bain

Young STEM Leader - a collaborative approach to wider achievement
Join representatives from the Young STEM Leader programme at SSERC and Education Scotland’s STEM and Improving Gender
Balance and Equalities teams for insight into how the Young STEM Leader programme is impacting learners in Primary and
Secondary settings across the country by raising aspirations and providing leadership opportunities. Highlighting links with the
STEM Nation Award programme and equity and equalities, this session is designed to show how STEM learning can effectively
challenge stereotypes and positively impact on the learner journeys of all children and young people.
Jamie Menzies

Trust and Belonging in the Teaching Profession
Trust is central to effective education. Trust in the teaching profession directly impacts upon the experiences of learners across
Scotland’s classrooms. For learners to be at the centre, learners must trust the teaching profession, and this must be
replicated within wider society. Maintaining and enhancing trust in the teaching profession is core to the work of the General
Teaching Council for Scotland. This will be an interactive session encouraging participants to discuss issues impacting on trust
about and within the teaching profession and to consider solutions and change that the profession can lead and influence to
enhance trust.
GTCS- Pauline Stephen, Chief Executive and Registrar and Victoria Smith,Director of Education,
Registration and Professional Learning

Thursday 22 September

14:00 - 14:45

In Scotland, are we getting our approach right in Early Years or are we just playing at it?
Why do we have an Early Level in Scotland? What is our intention? Is it to achieve an Early Childhood Education construct
that we so admire in other systems; or, is it just pretend?
It is often said that early years educators teach children; primary educators teach the curriculum and secondary educators
teach a subject. Where does this put the Early Level? What are we asking of our practitioners who straddle the Early Level;
and, is it reasonable?
In this session, Lisa McCabe, Early Years Service Manager in Falkirk, will share observations as to what has worked well in
shifting pedagogical thinking across the Early Level. She will focus on real and fake transitions, which may present
challenges for ELC staff.
Lisa McCabe, Early Years Service Manager in Falkirk and Falkirk Colleagues

Queen Anne High School - Supporting Transgender Young People in our School Community
The seminar will present the support on offer to transgender young people at Queen Anne High School. This will include the
operational and strategic nature of support. The short film will also provide personal accounts from young people,
parents/carers and staff. It offers advice for all in our school community.
This initiative is very much pupil focused and pupil led with years of commitment building up to an inclusive learning
environment here at Queen Anne High School. We are striving towards the Gold award (LGBT Youth Scotland) by June 2023.
Queen Anne High School

Creating Safer, Braver Spaces for Anti-Racism
When learners cannot properly see themselves and confidently be themselves, we can create safer, braver spaces for them
to do so. In this session, principles for safer, braver spaces for anti-racism and examples of these will be explored.
Starting with the safer, braver spaces of an anti-racist professional learning programme, Building Racial Literacy, to the
safer, braver spaces of anti-racist clubs for young people, together we will consider:
• Why are safer, braver spaces for anti-racism needed in education?
• What are some examples of safer, braver spaces for anti-racism in education?
• How might safer, braver spaces for anti-racism empower us all?
Education Scotland, past participants and partners from the Building Racial Literacy programme and
members of anti-racist school clubs

Learner-centred Approaches to Improving Attendance and Engagement
Understanding why children and young people, particularly those most impacted by poverty, often have low attendance and
engagement and how schools can work with them to improve this.
The seminar will include consideration of how systems, practice and culture in schools can impact attendance and
engagement and problem solving approaches using Quality Improvement Methodology with learners at the centre.
School leads/practitioners

How youth work is key to recognising achievement in a reformed education system
Our panel of speakers will discuss the key role of youth work within a reformed Scottish education system. They will
explore the contributions that youth work can make to achieving our ambitions for an education system that upholds
children and young people’s rights, puts learners at the centre of their journey, and delivers excellence and equity. In
particular the panel will consider how youth work can help close the poverty-related attainment gap. As part of the session
we will hear the views and experiences of young people and their vision for the future.
Marielle Bruce and Jim Duffy

A whole school approach to prioritising literacy across the curriculum
This seminar will explore a whole-school approach to improving literacy at Duncanrig Secondary School. We will share the
steps taken to engage staff across all curriculum areas to plan, teach and assess Disciplinary Literacy in the Broad General
Education (BGE). There will be an opportunity to hear how this process runs alongside a rigorous, data-rich programme
that identifies those learners in need of short-term intervention and tracking. The deployment of explicitly taught literacy
strategies such as decoding, reciprocal skills and vocabulary building will also be shared, as will our approach to the
promotion of Reading for Enjoyment.
Duncanrig Secondary School in South Lanarkshire

Thursday 22 September

15:45 - 16:30

Addressing concerns about children's speech and language development
Partnership project between Falkirk Council and Speech and Language Services (SALT) - to address concerns about
children's speech and language development - developed as part of Covid recovery.
Falkirk Council and SALT Services

Making Maths Count at Coupar Angus Primary School
Coupar Angus Primary School in Perth and Kinross aim to share their journey to ‘Make Maths Count’ in their school. Staff
have worked together to participate in professional learning which has enabled them to place their learners at the centre
of their plans for numeracy and maths improvement in their setting. Staff and pupils will share some of their thoughts
about how they teach and learn in numeracy and mathematics and some of the changes undertaken in Coupar Angus to
‘Make Maths Count’.
Coupar Angus Primary School in Perth and Kinross

Being me, being us in 3-18 Gaelic Education: Sharing Scrutiny Evidence
HM Inspectors (HMI) will share key messages from their range of visits to schools and settings for Gaelic Medium and
Learner Education last session. Young people and staff will illustrate how they are improving the quality of Gaelic and
immersion in their interactions, spaces and experiences. This will focus on what is working well, building forward using
innovative practices from the pandemic and identifying emerging priorities for strategic planning of continuous
improvement. The seminar will be in English with some Gaelic but accessible to all throughout.
HM Inspectors, Headteachers, and staff at two schools with Gaelic

Developing the Young Workforce (DYW) Live:
supporting their pathways

Your Learners' ambitions - our commitment to

Find out from our DYW Live Partners how they prepare learners for their future career pathways, delivery relevant
qualifications and inspire a vision for the labour market of tomorrow. This session will also deliver practical advice and
support to progress the DYW agenda in your education establishment and think creatively about the future DYW within the
curriculum.
Richard Tarves

The impact of Social Media in the CLD Sector
This seminar looks to explore how the CLD sector uses social media in an impactful way. Join us in looking at how
colleagues around the country utilise social media as a tool for engagement, promotion and evidence gathering. From the
different types of tools utilised to the methods in which they are used, a broader understanding of social media within
CLD will be shared. The learning achieved from this session will allow participants to explores ways in which social media
can be used to improve their work with young people, adults and communities.
Education Scotland, Local Authority Staff & Voluntary Organisations

Celebrating Screen Studies: The Value and Benefits of Screen Education in the Classroom
This session is designed to promote and celebrate the value of screen education in the classroom. With testimonies from
learners and teachers, and advice and guidance from screen education practitioners, this interactive session is for
educators who wish to include screen education as part of their practice.
Fi Milligan Rennie and Sam Clark

Thursday 22 September

16:45 - 17:30

Supporting learners (2-15) achieve their potential in Gaelic Medium Education
Part 1 will discuss the role of additional adults to support learning in GME. The session will focus on the Early Years and
Bòrd na Gàidhlig will launch their Dean Diofar Tràth Bhliadhnaichean / Make a difference in the Early Years campaign.
Part 2 will focus on the assessment of progress and learning needs, and the Measaidhean Coitcheann Nàiseanta airson
Foghlam tron Ghàidhlig (MCNG). Attendees will be given an insight into the development, enhancement and best use of
the MCNG. There will be an opportunity to learn how the assessments have been created to provide valuable diagnostic
information on children’s and young people’s progress.
Bòrd na Gàidhlig & Education Scotland Staff

We have a voice too! (capturing the alternative voice of learners to inform Learning, Teaching and
planning)
This session is aimed at all practitioners who have learners who are reluctant or have difficulty communicating.
Practitioners will give short presentations including video/photographic demonstrations of the use of some simple tools to
use with any learner.
Practitioners from South Lanarkshire Council, Falkirk Council and Renfrewshire Council

Using the Care Experienced Children and Young People Fund for improved learner outcomes
This seminar will focus on the impact of the CECYP funding on the wellbeing and educational experiences and outcomes
of children and young people with care experience. Presentations delivered by educational leads from Stirling, South
Ayrshire and North Lanarkshire councils will exemplify the creative ways they have used the funding to support care
experienced children and their families in their local areas.
A panel Q & A session will give participants the opportunity to ask questions about the approaches highlighted in the
LAs’ presentations or around wider national practices.
Educational leads from Stirling, South Ayrshire and North Lanarkshire

This is the Amazing World of Computing Science!
39,000 micro:bits rolled out to every school in Scotland! 17,000 learners joining live Code Alongs to send code into space,
to save our planet and to improve our health and wellbeing! A national network of Computing Science Leaders across 32
LAs! There has never been a more exciting time to engage with Computing Science across the BGE curriculum.
Join our SLF seminar to hear about the contemporary computing science experiences and resources available and learn
from practitioners showcasing their practice and the high level of engagement with learners.
Education Scotland and the National ELC & Primary Computing Science Leadership Network

Maker Space and STEAM - Taking Design Thinking into School
Allans Primary and Stirling High School are developing a progressive curriculum with curiosity, creativity, collaboration,
critical thinking, communication and compassion at the centre. Responding to changing societal and workplace needs,
and inspired by design thinking - a method of problem solving using a range of skills, processes and mindsets - they
hope to nurture pupils’ agency, skills and values enabling them to contribute positively to their communities and wider
society now and in the future.
Hear how each school has developed learner led, creative learning through Maker Space and STEAM and how they hope to
develop this further together.
Clare Hoare

Co-designing Creative Curriculum opportunities with Partners in the Senior Phase
Across Scotland schools continue to extend, enhance and enrich the range of senior phase qualifications they offer to
pupils. In this session you will hear about a range of opportunities that schools have trialled or developed with partners
and how they can successfully enhance the curriculum offer and hence the impact on the learner.
Education Scotland, Educational practitioner & Learners

Thursday 22 September
Here you can find details of the live sessions taking place at the satellite events. These will also be
streamed through the online environment. The timings of each session is listed alongside each
session description.
Don’t forget to register at www.SLF2022.com to get access to these sessions.
16:50 - 18:15

The Future of Qualifications and Assessment: How best to recognise the
achievements of all Scotland’s learners?

We'll be joined by Professor Louise Hayward who is conducting the official review on the future of qualifications &
assessment in Scottish education. The Independent Review of Qualifications and Assessment is tasked with making
recommendations to the Cabinet Secretary on a range of issues including the purposes of a qualifications system and
future approaches that will best serve all of Scotland’s learners. This session will be led by Professor Louise Hayward,
Convener of the Independent Review Group who will be joined by a number of Group members. The session will begin with
a short update on the Review followed by an interactive discussion seeking views on the future of qualifications and
assessment. This a crucially important debate and all are welcome to attend. This debate will be streamed live from City
of Glasgow College; online delegates will be able to participate in the discussion through the virtual event portal.
Professor Louise Hayward

17:45- 18:45

How can we overcome the barriers to attainment for all learners?

Attainment is impacted upon by many, interconnected factors. Which is why our diverse panel will be able to contribute
their unique perspective of what is working well in Scotland’s approach, what needs to improve and how we can
collectively support this as a Scottish system.
his debate will be streamed live from Dundee and Angus College; online delegates will be able to participate in the Q&A
through the virtual event portal.
Andrea Bradley,EIS General Secretary and member of PACT Project; Professor John Holland McKendrick,
Professor of Social Justice and co-Director of the Scottish Poverty and Inequality Research Unit at Glasgow
Caledonian University; Jordan Daly, Co-founder of the TIE Campaign; Gemma Walters, Class teacher, Building
Racial Literacy Alumni and SAMEE member; Douglas Hutchison, Glasgow City Council Director of Education

17:45- 18:45

‘My behaviour is shaped by my relationship with you’: A discussion about
Relationships and Behaviour in Scottish Schools

This debate will be streamed live from Dumfries and Galloway College; online delegates will be able to participate in
the discussion through the virtual event portal.
Dr Jennifer Knussen, Primary Headteacher; Gerry Diamond, Nurture Teacher; Steve Baker, Executive Headteacher and
author of ‘A School without Sanctions’; Professor Gillian McCluskey, Co-Director Moray House (TBC); Duncan Gordon,
Scottish Centre for Conflict Resolution (Cyrenians); Ruth Miller, ASPEP representative and member of the Scottish Advisory
Group for Relationships and Behaviour in Schools; Bryony Monaghan - ADES representative and Director of Education in
Stirling; Beth Ann Logan, Founder of the STARR group, Board member for the Children’s Hearing and local authority
education officer for North Lanarkshire

18:10- 19:15
Emma Turner, author of the fantastic book 'Be More Toddler – A leadership education from our little learners' joins us to
discuss the need for change in the narrative around leadership. After reading scores of leadership books in an attempt to
find a voice which resonated, Emma Turner realised that the bulk of advice did not take into account trying to balance a
busy life parenting three children under five as well as working in headship. This session takes a practical, humorous and
unique perspective on the leadership narrative by looking at leadership through the eyes of what we notice about
toddlers. Packed with real examples of what works, as well as reassurance that leadership is extremely do-able for many
of us, this session aims to demystify some of the leadership behaviours; encourage us all to believe we can be leaders in
life and at work; and to, 'Be More Toddler'.
This session will be streamed live from City of Glasgow College; online delegates will be able to participate in the Q&A
through the virtual event portal.

Emma Turner - Keynote

